Career Opportunities in Rotary Aviation
A manufacturer of rotary wing aircraft is undergoing a dynamic period of expansion, and is looking to
expand its workforce with Veterans Talent. They are in a period of unprecedented growth expanding their
workforce and facilities to maintain increased production levels well into the future. Their helicopters are
used in military, law enforcement, search and rescue, commercial and private applications.
They have an excellent track record working with Veterans, and are known for their competitive pay and
benefit packages. All of these positions are located in the Marinette-Menominee area. Positions range in
starting pay $16-$19 per hour depending on experience.
Available Opportunities

Journey Level Sheet Metal Fabricator and Assembler
Fabricates and assembles major assemblies such as tail cones, seat assembly, keel assembly,
instrument panels, consoles, stabilizers and baggage box, according to blueprints, work orders and
operations procedures. Sets up work for all major assembly and subassemblies.

Journey level Aircraft Build-up Mechanic
Performs final installation of all major assembly and subassemblies. Assemble final stages of helicopter
and makes all final rigging adjustments prior to flight. Works squawks off helicopters before and during
flight testing. All work performed in accordance with blueprints and specifications.

Journey level A&P licensed Flight Line Mechanic
Performs final installations, adjustments and testing procedures as helicopter goes onto flight line for final
stage of manufacturing process. Also performs flight test, blade tracking, and sign-off. Recommends
sign-off by authorized personnel during assembly, installation and repair process. Alternately, signs off
under FAR 65.103 as required.

Journey Level Avionics Installer
Builds electrical assemblies and sub-assemblies for installation on aircraft. Installs and adjusts electrical
wiring harness, switches, fixtures, instruments and accessory equipment according to specifications.
Utilizes schematics, blueprints and diagrams. Installs instruments and accessory equipment to aircraft
instrument panel according to specifications; utilizing hand and power tools.

Journey Level Wiring Harness and Bench Assembler
Lays and ties wire on harness board to form wire product used for aircraft electrical and electronic
systems. Builds electrical assemblies and subassemblies for installation on aircraft. Installs instruments
and accessory equipment to aircraft instrument panel according to specifications.

Sr. Sub Assembler Assistant
Works in sub-assembly area as assigned to build up sub-assemblies. Responsible for reading
blueprints and technical publications to perform build-up procedures as required. Must have
experience working with hand and powers tools, the ability to perform shop math and
experience working with precision measuring instruments.
If you are interested in learning more about these or any other opportunities available please
send your resume and cover letter to:
Craig Casetta
Sr. Account Manager
Division 10 Personnel/ AeroStaff
craig@aerostaff.net

